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Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6020 212 4.24 N/A 32 9 1/4 36.5 N/A N/A 10.7 18

CAREER INFORMATION

9-10-93 (25)Perriman, Breshad Turchyn, Nick

TEAM

Cleveland Browns15–1st–BAL

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Central Florida (FLCE)

WR

SUMMARY

4 year WR most recently in Freddie Kitchens’Play-Action based timing based passing attack, with a wide range

of misdirection in short and intermediate concepts. Was featured wherever speed was a premium: sweeps,

reverses, gadget plays, and then as WR 4/5 in a talented skill group with 1st year position coach Adam Henry.

Good height and weight with a solid build and solid sized hands showing very good athletic ability with long

striding speed, agility, balance, and body control. Solid stance with an improved footwork on release eliminating

an issue of false-stepping with the front foot by the end of the 2018 season. Solidrelease, showing largest

improvement versus Press coverage, go to move is a Speed release with solid use of hands in a Chop or a Wipe

move. Solid play strength on display with his Single Move release, which was able to ward off violent off hand

jams. Once in space or if given a free release, his natural speed takes with good burstthrough the second level

that draws Zone defenders' eyes. On shorter and intermediate in-breaking routes, flashes solid separation

quickness with shoulder and head fakes setting up Speed cuts. On Fades from X, able to keep DB's out of phase

and even stack most of the competition by 10 yards. Shows solid play strength to hold the red line in his stem

against bent arm pressure. On deeper routes, shows good ability to adjust to the ball in the air whether it be

judgment or coming back to the ball with hands outstretched. Not afraid to use his large frame along the sideline

flashing good body control to high point at the catch point. Flashes solid hands to stab poorly place balls thrown

behind him. With the ball in his hands either in Shallow Crosses, or in the running game, is a real weapon with

very good YAC ability. Has the agility to make the first defender miss consistently, the balance to juke in tight

spaces and wiggle to keep moving forward. Shows solid competitive toughness to make the most of

opportunities that were presented to him in a talented position group, as well as multiple points of

improvement over the course of the season. Struggles with play speed initially with footwork consistency in the

get off, or the ability to vary his releases versus Soft Press. This also manifests in the route stem, rarely attacks

leverage or resets his Stem (WR Coach Henry term for Pressure Step), to get the best angle to win space. Has

adequate mental processing in the route versus Zone coverage, does not settle or find the soft spots. His reliance

on speed and athleticism seems to be his answer for most issues the defense presents him. When coming into

abrake that will terminate (Sit route, Hook/Curl) uses multiple brake steps and does not consistently sink hips.

On Hitch routes, the multiple steps hinder his ability to Punch and Pivot (Position Coach Henry term). On in-

breaking Dig routes, relies only on speed cuts where he lacks suddenness and efficiency in the break. Just an

adequate run blocker, lacks the twitchy COD to remain square consistently in crack blocks on safeties, as well as

the finish to stay with blocks on longer runs.Overall, a receiverwith a floor of a role player who can win with his

speed and athleticism in gadget plays and taking the top off of coverages, and a ceiling of a potential starting

WR2 as recent improvement continues in his fundamentals and ultimately the ball in his hands for RAC. Does

not possess refined route running skills, would consider play books with a frequent use of site adjustments a

high hurdle for his processing

6

2018 * WAS signed Sep 18 *cut Sep 22 of this year * CLE signed Oct 13th 2017 *career high 

for targets, receptions, yards 2015 *Basically red-shirt year, missed entire season NOTE 

MEASUREABLES BELOW ARE PRO DAY

* 2018 * no known injuries * 2017 * Concussion Week 6-7 * sustained during Bears game, 

hit from S Bryce Callahan * Knee Injury * missed practices Week 6 * Hamstring * missed 

Preseason Week 3 * 2016 * Calf * Week 2 missed practice time * ACL * partially torn in 

Spring OTAs * 2015 * Missed entire season with PCL

MEASURABLES

WR

KEY STATS

2018: vs KC 11/4, @CIN 11/25, @HST 12/2,  @DEN 12/15, vs CIN12/23

Breakaway Speed, Size, Athletic Ability, Agility in RAC, Body Control,

20 54%

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

Pro Position(s) DOB (Age) Scout Name (Last, First) Prospect (Last, First)

Receiver with a floor of a role player who can win with his speed and athleticism in gadget 

plays and taking the top off of coverages, and a ceiling of a potential starting WR2 as recent 

improvement continues in his fundamentals and ultimately the ball in his hands for RAC. 

Does not possess refined route running skills, would consider play books with a frequent 

use of site adjustments a high hurdle for his processing

Refined Route Running, Finish in Blocking, Footwork

Games Played

37

SCHEME FIT

PROJECTION

WORST

Tapes Viewed

INJURIES

BEST

Any system where vertical receiving threats are a premiumor featured in gadget plays or 

runs. If a timing based passing attack, used as outside Z or X where in-breaking routes are 

not the primary read

Winning %Games Won Positions StartedGames Started


